
, 

I hope that your February is off to a great start. We want to share our preliminary thoughts about summer of 2022 travel
and visiting weekend at this time. As has been one of our main operating principles since the start of the pandemic, we
are sending this information along based on the data that we have now and based on the best scientific information that
we have access to. As that info and data changes, so may our procedures as we are balancing your need to make plans
with the realities of an evolving pandemic.  

Travel to Camp 
We are proceeding with the goal of providing our “normal” travel procedures, which means that we will offer coach bus
service to and from Chicago, Milwaukee and Madison, and will also offer transport for our campers flying in and out of the
Minneapolis Airport. Campers flying in typically travel as unaccompanied minors and are met at the gate in Minneapolis by
North Star staff. Staff then escort them to meet the other arriving campers and then accompany the boys on the charter
bus to camp. Please keep in mind that there may be additional testing requirements prior to travel. As with everything
these days, we reserve the right to alter this plan if we deem it necessary, but our intention is to make this as seamless
and safe as possible. 

If you are planning on having your camper travel to camp by plane, please take some time to review our Air Travel
document. Whether you’re a camp veteran used to having their camper travel to camp through Minneapolis or if you’re
new to this process, please take the time to read over the document. It will help explain our transportation procedures,
details how to book flights  and provide other info to help you with booking travel for unaccompanied minors. We are
strongly recommending that those traveling by air book through Travel One, a travel agency based out of Bloomington,
MN. The travel doc will explain how to utilize Travel One, but with the higher than average number of flight cancellations
we are seeing, we believe that the support Travel One will provide is well worth their modest fee. 

Parents Visiting Weekend 
We are planning to have a parent visiting weekend July 15-17th, with a few possibilities for what that may look like. If we
had to decide today, visiting weekend would be for vaccinated, immediate family members only, and all interactions with
the campers would be outdoors and on camp property. That means that 8-week campers would stay in their camp cabins
on Saturday night. We are not ruling out the possibility of a traditional visiting weekend, which would include 8-week
campers staying out overnight with their family on Saturday, July 16th.  

Our intention is to make sure that we have a fantastic visiting weekend either way, so we are recommending that our 8-
week parents start planning for the trip to the Northwoods, including reserving lodging for the weekend. We will follow up
with additional details as the specific plans come into focus. We also reserve the right to cancel the visiting weekend if we
determine that is what is in the best interest of the camp and local community. With that in mind, if you do share with your
camper that there will be a visiting weekend, please tell them that it’s not a guarantee. 

Camp is still over four months away, so we have not made any final decisions at this time on our specific COVID-19
protocols, but wanted to share this information with you so that you can plan accordingly. We promise to communicate

http://www.northstarcamp.com/
https://bit.ly/nsc22airtravel
https://northstarcamp.com/current-families/area-info-lodging/


with you when we have a clearer picture of exact details, but mostly we are simply looking forward to a fantastic summer
with the boys at camp. 
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